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by Tae-Ho Choe 

Introduction. A sct L of the elements is called a lattice-ordered group, if L 

forms a group and lattice at the same time, and in L is order x르y， preserved 

under the multiplication: 

X르y implies xz르yz and zx르zy for all z in L. 

They have been discussed mainly by G. Bir1ζhoff [1] , and T. Nakayama [3] , 

and they have already proved the followings: 

(1) A lattice-ordered group is a distributive lattice as a lattice 

(2) The order of any element of lattice-ordered group except for the identity 

lS zero. 

(3) There is no greatest and least elements in a lattice-ordcred group etc. 

In this paper, we shall considcr thε relation bctween an infinite cyclic group 

or, in general, a free abelian group and a lattice-ordered group in Theorem 

1, 2, and 3, secondly under thc interval topology [Definition 1] introduccd to a 

lattice-ordered group L, L is always a discrete topological space or the topological 

space or the topological space which is composed only of the accumulating points 

of L in Theorem 4, and finally, prove that if there is no elcment in a lattice

ordered group which covers the identity then it can be a topological lattice

ordered group [Definition] 2 in Theorem 5. 

We recollect some notations, which will be used in this paper. 

(A) Thc notations AuB, AnB for the subsets A, B of lattice-ordered group L 

means that {aubla E A , b E B} , {anbla ε A., b E B} respectively. 

(B) The notations AV B, A^B means that set-union, set-interscction of A and 

B respectively. 

(C) The notation a흔b means that the element b cOvers the element a. 

(D) The notation a :lj: b means that the elements a, b are incomparable, 1. e .• 
neither a든b nor b<a. 

The other notations are the same in [2]. 

1. Free abe1ian groups and Iattice-ordered groups 

LEMMA 1. If for some element a of a lattz"ce-ordered group L there exz.st the 
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eleme?Zt xi (i= 1, 2, ------, n) alkich xi혹a for any i and y 르 Xj for so>ne i and any 

element y such that y>a in L, theη for arbitrary elemeηt b of L, we have xja-1b 혹b 

for any i and z르xja- 1b for !lome i aηd any element z such that z>b in L. 

PROOF xj촉a foIlows xja- 1촉e， for, xja-1>p>e implies xj>pa>a. And Xja-1b흔b 

for any i. Since z>b implies zb-1a>a. there cxists some xj such that zb- 1a르Xt’ 

i.e. , z르xja- 1 b， which completes the proof. 

Accordingly, in particular, we have the result of Lemma 1 for b=e, the 

idenity of L , which w ilI be used in the foIlowing Theorems. 

THEOREM 1 If for some element a of a lattice-ordered group L there exists X 

which X후a and y르X for any y such that y>a in L, then L z.s a chain as a latHce 

and infinite cyclic group as a group, and vice versa. 

PROOF. By Lemma 1, there exists the element p which p촉 e and y르PX for 

any X E Z and any y such that y>x in L. We shaIl show now that L is a chain. 

If there exist the elements x,y that xtty in L, then p(xny) 혹xny， x>xny and 

y>xny, hence x르p(xny) and y르p(xny). And e르p， which is contrary. 

Next, wc shaIl show that L is an infinite cyclic group. From e촉p it is 

clear p-l촉 (P-l)2=P-2, and hencc we have 

p2혹pse츠p-l 츠p-2. 

Let x be an arbitrary element of L, then either x르e or x<e. We shal1 
consider the case of x르e， the another case x<e by the same way. It is easily 

seen that therc existe the subchain {xa} of L such that e=xa촉Xβ촉 ...... 후x).=x， 

and that {xa} is a weII-ordered. 

Suppose xa is expressed by a integer power of p for any xa such that xa<x in 

L. Since Xp-l<X, we see XP-l= p'>I for some integer m, i. e. x=pm+l, hence, by 

induction. aII elements of L are expressed by a integer power uf p. 

And order of any element except for the identity is zero [3). 

Conversly, we can easily seen that given infinite cyclic group L= {g} be a 
lattice-ordered group which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem, if one defines 
gm르gη to mean m르n as integers. 

Moreovcr, we have thc foIlowing theorem. 

THEOREM 2. If for the identity e of a lattice-ordered group L there exist the 
eleηzents p, q of L sμch that x르p or x르q for any x>e ùz L and p-!;.e. q촉 e， then 

L is a free abelian group with tzνo generαlors p, q aηd in Lpm'qn르pa./ if αηd 
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only if m르a and η르b as integers. where p속q. And vice versa. 

PROOF. P. q are commutative. 1n fact. from e촉p， e혹 q-Ipq we see q-Ipq=p 
or q-Ipq=q. If q-Ipq=q then p=q which is contrary, Hence q-Ipq=p. 

We have p-I 촉e. q-I 촉ep혹p2 and p촉pq frompq촉 e. Similarly q촉pq. p-I 촉p-1q， 

q-I촉pq-I and q-2혹 q-I etc. 1n gcneral. x=pal for arbitrary element x of L 

which x르e where a, b are integers. 1n fact. there exists a sub-chain {xa } of L such 

that 

e=xa흔Xß흔 ......•.• 후Xj( =X， 

Since for an arbitrary element Xλ of {xa} we can fined the elements xμ • xq 

such that Xμ촉X!J 전흔X!J' respectively. and {xα} is well-ordered. 

Suppose Xα is expressed by the form pal for any Xa such that Xa <x in {x상. 
We get Xp-I E {Xa} or xq-I E {Xa} because Xp-I흔X and xq-I 흔 x. and Xp-I = p11lqn or 

xq-I=pmqn. hence x=pal. 

Now. let y be arbitrary element of L. and we consider the element y u e. then 

we see y u e=pm qtt 르y from e르y u e therefore pmqnx- I = pSl for some integers s. t 

which follows y=pm-sqn-t. 

Here we ha ve pm 11 qn for every m, n> O. 1n fact, if pm르qn then p’”르q since 

qn르q. accordingly pf/’르PUq. and from p <pUq르pq we get pUq=pq. 

Hence it follows pm-l르q. Here if m-l> 1, by repeating this method, we have 

P르q， which is contrary, and pm ':r q". 

Therefore. it is easily scen that pmqn=e if and only if m=O and n=O and 

that paqb르pC l if and only if a르c and b르d. 

Conversely, on given free abelian group L with two generators P. q if one 

defines pal르pcl to mean a르c and b르d. then L is a partly ordered set. and a 

lattice, since p’”qη;paqb=pfl 서 aqn Xb. where a. b, m and n are integers. 

Moreover. it is easily seen that x르y implies xz르zy for all z. 

And given a free abelian group L is a lattice-ordered group. which satisfies 

the hypotheses of Theorem because p혹e， q혹e. 

We can easily extend above arguments gencral case by the method as \vas 

‘done in Theorem 2. 

THEOREM 3. If for the identity e of a lattice-ordered group L theγe exist the 

eleme1zts xt (i=1, 2, ------, %) zukich xt·흔e for all i aηdy르Xi for some i and aJty y 

such that y>e in L. then L is a free abeliaχ group with n geηerarors xi (i = 1, 2, . 

•..• n). aηd in L Xla'X2 a, •••••• xaa.르XlbiX2bg------xab·， f a%d 0%ly if α르bt(t= l , 2, --- , 

.n). And νice νersa. 
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2. IntervaI topology 

Let us, first of all, introduce topological space to given Iattice-ordered group 

L. We denote by (a] , [a) and (a, b) the open intervaIs {XE Llx<a}, {x ( Llx>a} and 

{x E Lla<x <b} respectivcly. 

DEFINlTION 1. By the interval topology 01 a partly ordered set L (쩌 lact, L 

is a lattice-ordered gr01φ) ， we mean that deline by taking the open intervals (a). 

(a) and (a, b) as a subbase 01 open sets. 

That is, thc famiIy of open intervaIs 

S={AVP, 1Pi e φ}， where φ={(a) ， [a) , (a, b) la, b E L} , 
I a Cl a 

satisfies (1) VOa E S for Oa E S. 
a 

(2) ^Oj E S for Oj E S. 

(3) L E S, 

(4) Empty set ø E S. 

where the suffix z' runs on a finite set, and the suffix α on an arbitrary set. 

And Iet M be subset of L. By M which M=(VMa)'whereMaESandMaEM;' 
a 

(=the complement of M) we call cIosure of M. 

We aIso see that if one defines open set 0 of 

famiIy of all open sets of L coincide with S. 

And S={I\ V(xi , Y,.) Ix; -, Yi E L} , α a α -a 

L to mean 0' = ?)' then the 

In fac t, Iet Y be an arbitrary element of (x) , there exists no greatest element. 

we can find at Ieast one element Ya or Yβ in L such that Y<Ya or y tj: Yß' 

Fromy<y Uyβ we have [x)C V :r:<.Y (x, Ya) , and x) = V:r: <y (x, Ya ). 

SimilarIy (x] = ^:r: <y (ya , x). 

Let E be a subset of L. A point a is called an accumulating point of E , if 

a E E-a, we calI a an isolated point of E , if it is not. 
On the other hand, we can easiIy prove the folIowings. 

LEMMA 2. 11 A=^(xa, ya) , B=V(xa, Ya) , then Aa=;^, (xaa ,yaa) , Ba 
α a α 

=V(xaa, Yαa) jψ eveγ'ya E L where Aa={xalx E A}. 
a 

LEMMA 3. Let A and B be two sμ:bsets 01 L , then 

(A-B)a=Aa-Ba, a(A-B) =aA-aB lor eve ry a E L, 

COROLLARY. ut A be a subset 01 L, then (Aa)'= A'a lor eveγ'Y a E L. 
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And we have aIso 

LEMMA 4. Let A be a sμbset 01 L , tken Aa=Aa lor every a E L. 

PROOF. A=L-VBa' for aII Ba E S and BaζA'. 
a 
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By Lemma 2, 3, Aa=L- \ I (Baa). 
a 

뻐ile Xa=L-XCg for all Cβ E S and Cβc (Aa)', and it is suffici많t to show 

mat Y(Baa)=VCβ 
u α . 

Since BacA', we see that Baa c A'a= (Aa)' by CoroIIary 1. 

And since Ba e S, Ba=< V(Xiy, yiy) for some Xiy and Ytyf L, and hence Baa=< Y
i r 

(xiya, yiya) by Lemma 2, 3. 

Consequently, Baa e s. Therefore, we obtain Baa c gcg for any α， i. e , 

\ I (Baa)CVC s. 
a . 

Conversely, C ßa- 1cA' because C ß c A' a. 

Here, by the same way above, we have Cβa- 1 E S. 

Hence, we obtain Cβa-1 C VBg 없mely Cß c \/(B%) for any R, i.e , XCg 
r a a 

C ‘\j (Baa) , which completes the proof. 
a 
Now, we prove the foIIowing. 

THEOREM 4. L is a lattice-ordered gγoup in which iηterval topology is iηtro 

duced. 11 there is at least one z'solated poiηt 01 L , theη L is descrete. 

PROOF. Let a be an isolated point of L, then a E CL-a)'. 1t foIIows, by Lemma 

4.3, 
e e (Z=깅， a- 1 = (π二a)a- 1)'= ((L-a)a- 1)'= (L二깅/ 

hence the identity e is isolated point of L. 

Similar ly, X f (L-죠Y for every element X of L. 

COROLLARY 2. A lattice-ordered gγoup 쩌 which 낌teγνal topology is introdμced， 

z's a descrete topological space or the topological space which is composed only 01 
the accuηzulating points 01 L. 

3. TopologicaI lattice-ordered group 

DEFINITION 2. A set L 01 elements is called a topologz'cal latUce-ordered group, 

il 

(1) L is a lattice-ordered grozφ. 

(2) L is a topological spαce. 

(3) The lattice operations and group operations in L are continuous in the topo-
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logicα1 space. 

Aηd by a neighborhood of an element p E L is meant the subset including an opeη 

set 3 p. 

Then, wc have the following. 

THEOREM 5 If there is no element x in a latNce-ordered group L sμch that 

X혹 e， theη L z's a topological lattice-ordered group μnder it’ s z·ηterval topology. 

PROOF. It is sufficient to show that the condition (3) of Definition 2 is 

satisfies in L. 

For a neighborhood U(ab) of the element ab of L there exists an open set 

O(ab) E ab such that O(ab) c U(ab) , and 

O(ab) =^ V(xμ， yi깅， 
t α 

therefore ab E (xi，α’ Yia) for some α and every i, 

i. e" Xia <ab <Yia' 

On the other hand, there exist the elcments cia and dia such that Xia <cia 

<ab <dia <Yia' 
For, if Xia흔ab then (ab)xiα-1흔 e which is contrary to the hypotuese of Theorem. 

If we consider the open intervaIs U(a) = (찍·α (a- 1cia) -1, Yiα (a- 1dz'a)-I) and U(b) 

= (a-1cia' a-1dia)' then U(a) , U(b) can be neighborhoods of the elements a and 

b respectively. 

In fact, since Xia <ciα and dia< Yia' Xia(a-1ciat1> a, and a<Yia(a-1dia)-1 hence 

a E U(a) and from ciα <ab<diα， bE(a- 1c상， d- 1dia)' Moreover, let X and Y be arbi

trary elements of U(a) and U(b) respcctively, then xy E (찍a' Yia) by transitive 

law, and it follows U(a)U(b) c U(ab) , whcre U(a) ,U (b) ={xyjx E U(a) , y E U(b)}. 

Now, for a neighborhood U(x- 1) of the element x- 1 of L, we have open set 

O(X- 1) =끼\ V(x상， Yiα) 3 x- 1 such that O(x- 1)C U(x- 1). And X- 1 E (x상， .via) for some 
I a 

α and any i, thereforc, x E (Yia- t, Xia -1) =U (X) which is also a neighborhood of 

the element x, finally U-l(X) c U(x- 1) , where U-l(X) ={y- 1 j.v E U(x)}. Hence, the 

group operations in L are continuous in the topological space L. 
Final\y, in order to show that the lattice operations in L are continuous, let 

O(aUb) =^ V(Xiα， Yiα) 3 aub be a open subset of a neighborhood U(aUb) of the 
z α 

element aub of L. And aub E (X상’ Yia) for some α and any i. 

By the above method , we obtain that for the elements X상， Yμ， therc exist the 

elements Cia and dia of L such that 
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Xia <cia <aub <dia <Yia' 

And if we consider the open intervals U(a) = (cz-ab- 1(anb) , dZ'a) , and U(b) 

= (ciαa- 1 (aub) ， dia) , then we also see tnat U(a) , U(b) can be neighborhoods of 

the elements a, b respectively. For, since cμ <aub implies a-1ci，α b- 1 <b-1ua- 1 

= Canb) -1, ciab-1(anb) <a<dia' and cZ-aa-1(a nb) <b <dia' 

Moreover, U(a)uU(b C U(aub) , in fact, let X,y be the elements of U(a) and U(b) 

respectively, then 

ciab-1(anb)uci~-1 (anb) 든xUy든diα’ 

cia(b-1ua-1) (anb) 든XUy든dia' 

i. e. , CZ-a든XUy르di:x’ 

and hence XOYE ;:.. V(xz-a' Yia)C U(aub). 
I a 

Hence the lattice operations in L are continuous in the topological space L. 
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